Side Trips to MEXICO CITY

$45 AND $55
BERTH EXTRA

Southern Pacific
National Railways of Mexico
For very little extra time and money you can see MEXICO CITY on your way to or from California or Arizona.

IF YOU CAN SPARE a little time on your trip to or from the Pacific Coast, here's a thrilling suggestion. Why not swing down through a friendly foreign country to gay, cosmopolitan Mexico City?

You can make this side trip in a week, and at amazingly low cost. The fare, itself, is low, and the favorable rate of exchange makes your dollars go much further. If you're an American citizen, you don't even need a passport — just a Tourist Card, which you can get from any Mexican Consul for $1.

First Class Side Trip Fares to Mexico City and Back

One way on the National Railways of Mexico via SAN ANTONIO or EL PASO; one way on the Southern Pacific's West Coast Route via TUCSON.

$45 Round Trip if you are traveling across the United States on a $90 or $135 "Grand Circle Tour" ticket.

$55 Round Trip if you are traveling on any other transcontinental ticket (coach, tourist or first class).

AIR-CONDITIONED SERVICE. Through Pullmans are operated on all three routes to Mexico City. All meals are served in dining cars.
Convention Delegates!

On your way to or from the convention, why not see Mexico City? The $45 and $55 side trip fares make it very inexpensive, and you can do it in a week. You can go into Mexico via San Antonio or El Paso and return via Tucson, or reverse the order. By thus "going one way and returning another," you see twice as much of Mexico.

Ask your railroad agent to route your convention ticket on Southern Pacific’s Sunset Route (New Orleans-San Antonio-Tucson-Los Angeles) or Golden State Route (Chicago-El Paso-Tucson-Los Angeles). From either of these famous routes, the Mexico side trip is easily made.

You'll never forget your thrilling detour into Mexico City. Adventure begins the instant you cross the Border . . . then Mexico City! climax of your trip. You will spend a day visiting the Floating Gardens of Xochimilco and Cuernavaca; another at the Sacred Shrine of Guadalupe and the giant Pyramids; Puebla and Cholula, or Toluca and the Desert of the Lions may be next, but be sure to leave the last day open for a City Sightseeing Trip, with ample time to shop in the Capital's fascinating open air marts.